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CHINA INTRODUCTION

China is the world’s most populous country. Rarely  out of the 
news this booming nation has a renewed confidence and 
vigour which can be almost overwhelming as the pace of 
development seems to have barely  noticed the economic woes 
of the Western world - China is an exciting place to be at this 
moment in time despite challenges ahead.

Behind the boom lays 5,000 years of recorded history and after 
decades of neglect the old China is being restored and 
resurrected throughout the country. There is a new pride in 
Chinese culture and past and present achievement and the 
people are very keen for visitors to see and recognize this.

A trip through China can offer enormous variety  of travel 
experience, of contrasts and contradictions. Rich brushes 
alongside poor, mega developments against crumbling temples 
and everywhere the dynamism of a country on fast forward. 
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CHINA FACTS

AT A GLANCE
Land area: 9,326,410 sq km
Coastline: 14,500 km
Lowest point: Turpan  at -154 m
Highest point: Mount Everest 8,850 m
Arable land: 11.3%
Time Zone: GMT plus 8 hours
Population: 1,355,692,576 (July 2014 est.)
Life expectancy male: 73.09 years (2014)
Life expectancy female: 77.43 years (2014)
Literacy rate: 96.4% (2014 est.)
President: Xi Jinping (since November 2012);
GDP purchasing power parity: US$17.63 trillion (2014 est.)
GDP official exchange rate: US$10.36 trillion (2014 est.)
Real growth rate: 7.4% (2014 est.)
GDP per capita (PPP): US$12,900 (2014 est.)
Mobile phones: 1.1 billion (2012)
Internet users: 389 million (2009)
Airports: 507 (2013)
Railways: 86,000 km
Roadways: 4,106,387 km
Ethnic groups: Han Chinese 91.5%, Zhuang, Manchu, Hui, 
Miao, Uyghur, Tujia, Yi, Mongol, Tibetan, Buyi, Dong, Yao, 
Korean, and other nationalities 8.5% (2000 census)
Religions: Daoist (Taoist), Buddhist, Christian 3%-4%, Muslim 
1%-2%
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CHINA CURRENCY

CHINESE YUAN
Chinese Yuan, also known as “Renminbi” (RMB) and “Kwai”, is 
king in China and is used for almost all transactions in what is 
still very  much a cash orientated society. The largest 
denomination is 100 which is approximately  £ 10 or US$16 so 
you’ll get used to carrying far more cash around on you than 
you do at home. Other denominations are 50, 20, 10, 5 and 1 
and you rarely  come across coins which we think is a good 
idea!

OBTAINING CHINESE YUAN BEFORE YOUR TRIP
A few years back you would have needed to make a visit to 
China town and “asked around” to get Chinese Yuan! Now it is 
quite easy  to obtain Chinese yuan in the UK and other Western 
countries. In the UK foreign currency  desks in high street 
chains such as Thomas Cook now offer yuan (you may need to 
give them a few days warning) as do some Post Offices. 
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Failing that Yuan can be obtained at all major airports. Although 
not strictly  necessary  to get in advance it can be of comfort to 
arrive in China with at least some local cash in hand. We would 
suggest taking about £100 worth.

OBTAINING CHINESE YUAN DURING YOUR TRIP
In all major cities such as Beijing and Shanghai ATMs that 
accept the usual international card signs (Visa, Plus, Cirrus 
etc..) are widespread. Smaller places can be more tricky and 
even if you see the Visa sign it may only be that locally  issued 
visa cards are accepted (the usual reason if your card is 
rejected).

Most hotel receptions will change cash US$, Euros and £ 
Sterling. Banks should do this as well but seem to make a bit of 
a drama out of the whole process and, even when agreeing to 
exchange, will require passport, Chinese visa and proof of 
purchase of the Traveler’s Cheques. Airports are OK to change 
money at but train stations rarely have such a facility.

CARDS OR CASH ?
We would suggest a mixture of credit / debit cards and a small 
amount of cash is best to take to China with cash being a back 
up to exchange in case you can’t find and ATM or lose your 
card.

CHINA CURRENCYCHINA CURRENCY

MAKE SURE YOU INFORM YOUR BANK WHAT DATES YOU 
WILL BE IN CHINA OR THEY ARE LIKELY TO PUT A STOP ON 
YOUR CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD AS SOON AS YOU TRY AND 

USE IT.
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HOW MUCH WILL I SPEND ?
Always a tricky  question with a figure for personal expenditure 
outside of services booked with us being anything from UK £ 
25 per day per person upwards. There is no shortage of 
temptation in China, especially  for keen shoppers. Prices tend 
to be lower than the West for locally  produced items but higher 
than the West for anything imported.

PRICES* OF BASIC ITEMS IN RMB
*note this is rough guide and prices can, and will, vary.

Meal, Inexpensive Restaurant ....................................................! 25 
Meal for 2, Mid-range Restaurant, Three-course .......................! 150
McMeal at McDonalds (or Equivalent Combo Meal) ..................! 32 
Cappuccino (regular) ..................................................................! 27
Coke/Pepsi (0.33 liter bottle) ......................................................! 3.3
Water (0.33 liter bottle) ...............................................................! 2.2
Water (1.5 liter bottle) ................................................................. ! 4.1
Domestic Beer (0.5 liter draught) ................................................. !5
Imported Beer (0.33 liter bottle) .................................................. ! 13
Taxi Start (Normal Tariff) .............................................................! 10
Taxi 1km (Normal Tariff) !..............................................................! 2.4
1 min. of Prepaid Mobile Tariff Local ...........................................! 0.2
1 Pair of Jeans (genuine western brand) ....................................! 415
1 Summer Dress in a Chain Store (Zara, H&M, ...) ....................! 245
1 Pair of Nike Running Shoes (Mid-Range & genuine) ..............! 590
1 Pair of Men Leather Business Shoes ......................................! 610

CHINA CURRENCYCHINA CURRENCY
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IN GENERAL
China is such a vast country  containing so many different 
climatic zones that there is generally  no bad time to visit the 
country  although this does depend on where your trip will be 
focused. In general however the following rules apply:

WINTER
Winter is very  cold in the North of China, the Western provinces 
and Tibet. In the south of China it tends to be mild with little rain 
and so is not a bad time to visit those areas. If you do include 
the North in your winter trip the spectacular Harbin Ice Festival 
that runs through January into February is a must see!

SPRING
Spring is a good time to visit much of China bar the occasional 
dust storm in the North and Western provinces. April is 
probably  the best month with spring having just arrived up  in 
Beijing and Xian and having arrived about 1 month earlier in 
South China.

SUMMER
By summer it is hot almost everywhere bar Tibet and other high 
altitude places. It can rain a lot over much of Central and 
Southern China. However, this is when many people visit and it 
doesn’t seem to spoil people’s enjoyment of China.

AUTUMN
Generally  regarded as the best time for almost all of China with 
dry  sunny weather and comfortable temperatures common from 
North to South. The second half of October is perhaps the 
choicest time. Avoid the 1st week of October’s National holiday.

CHINA CLIMATE
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BEIJING
Averages J F M A M J J A S O N D

Max temp 
°C 2 4 11 20 26 30 31 30 26 19 10 3

Min temp 
°C -10 -7 -1 7 13 18 22 20 14 7 -1 -7

Rainfall 
mm 3 6 9 26 29 71 176 182 49 19 6 2

Averages J F M A M J J A S O N D

Max temp 
°C 5 8 14 21 26 31 32 31 25 20 12 6

Min temp 
°C -4 -1 4 10 14 19 22 21 16 10 3 -3

Rainfall 
mm 7 10 29 43 60 54 99 71 92 60 24 6

XIAN

CHENGDU
Averages J F M A M J J A S O N D

Max temp 
°C 9 11 16 22 26 28 30 30 26 21 16 11

Min temp 
°C 3 5 8 13 17 21 22 22 19 15 10 5

Rainfall 
mm 8 12 20 44 79 107 225 201 119 35 16 5

CHINA CLIMATECHINA CLIMATE
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Averages J F M A M J J A S O N D

Max temp 
°C 8 8 13 19 24 27 32 32 27 22 17 11

Min temp 
°C 1 2 5 11 16 20 25 25 21 15 9 2

Rainfall 
mm 76 44 118 63 85 212 142 230 76 64 43 34

SHANGHAI

GUILIN & YANGSHUO
Averages J F M A M J J A S O N D

Max temp 
°C 12 13 16 23 27 30 33 33 30 27 20 15

Min temp 
°C 5 7 10 16 20 23 25 25 22 17 12 7

Rainfall 
mm 63 97 137 247 352 347 231 173 82 86 64 43

HONG KONG
Averages J F M A M J J A S O N D

Max temp 
°C 19 19 21 25 29 30 32 31 30 28 24 21

Min temp 
°C 14 14 17 20 24 27 27 26 26 23 19 15

Rainfall mm 23 48 67 162 317 376 324 301 300 145 35 27

CHINA CLIMATECHINA CLIMATE
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CHINA HISTORY

CHRONOLOGY AT A GLANCE

夏朝
XIA DYNASTY
2100 BC - 1600 BC

商朝
SHANG DYNASTY
1600 BC - 1046 BC 

⻄西周
ZHOU DYNASTY
1027 BC - 221 BC

秦朝
QIN DYNASTY
221 BC - 206 BC 

漢朝
HAN DYNASTY
206 BC - 220 AD !
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CHRONOLOGY AT A GLANCE

晉朝
JIN DYNASTY
AD 265 - 420

南北朝
SOUTH & NORTH DYNASTIES
AD 420 - 589

秦朝
SUI DYNASTY
AD 589 - 618

唐朝
TANG DYNASTY
AD 618 - 907

五代⼗十国
FIVE DYNASTIES & TEN KINGDOMS PERIOD
AD 907 - 960
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CHRONOLOGY AT A GLANCE

遼, 南宋, ⻄西夏, ⾦金金朝
SONG, LIAO, WESTERN XIA, JIN DYNASTIES
AD 960 - 1279

元朝
YUAN DYNASTY
AD 1279 - 1368

明朝
MING DYNASTY
AD 1368 - 1644

清朝 
QING DYNASTY
AD 1644 - 1911

中国共产党
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
1911 - 1949
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CHRONOLOGY AT A GLANCE

中国共产党
COMMUNIST PARTY
1949 - Present
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HISTORY

夏朝 
XIA DYNASTY 
2100 BC - 1600 BC
Though there is disagreement to the actual existence of the 
dynasty, there is archaeological evidence which points to its 
possible existence. The historian Sima Qian (145 BC-90 BC) 
and the account in the Bamboo Annals date the founding of the 
Xia Dynasty to 4,200 years ago, but this date has not been 
verified. Most archaeologists now connect the Xia to 
excavations at Erlitou in central Henan province, where a 
bronze smelter from around 2000 BC was unearthed. Early 
markings from this period found on pottery  and shells are 
thought to be ancestors of modern Chinese characters. With 
few clear records matching the Shang oracle bones or the 
Zhou bronze vessel writings, the Xia era remains poorly 
understood.

商朝
SHANG DYNASTY
1600 BC - 1046 BC
The earliest discovered written record of China's past dates 
from the Shang Dynasty in perhaps the 13th century  BC, and 
takes the form of inscriptions of divination records on the bones 
or shells of animals - the so-called oracle bones. The Shang 
Dynasty  moved its capital six times. The final and most 
important move to Yin in 1350 BC led to the golden age of the 
dynasty.
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CHINA HISTORY

⻄西周
ZHOU DYNASTY
1027 BC - 221 BC
The Zhou Dynasty  was the longest dynasty in Chinese history, 
from 1027 to approximately  221 B.C. By  the end of the 2nd 
millennium BC, the Zhou Dynasty began to emerge in the 
Yellow River valley, overrunning the Shang. The Zhou 
appeared to have begun their rule under a semi-feudal system. 
They  were a people who lived west of Shang, and the Zhou 
leader had been appointed "Western Protector" by the Shang. 

The ruler of the Zhou, King Wu, with the assistance of his 
brother, the Duke of Zhou, as regent managed to defeat the 
Shang at the Battle of Muye. The king of Zhou at this time 
invoked the concept of the Mandate of Heaven to legitimize his 
rule, a concept that would be influential for almost every 
successive dynasty. 

The Zhou initially  moved their capital west to an area near 
modern Xi'an, near the Yellow River, but they  would preside 
over a series of expansions into the Yangtze River valley. This 
would be the first of many  population migrations from north to 
south in Chinese history.

Spring and Autumn Period
In the 8th century  BC, power became decentralized during the 
Spring and Autumn Period.  In this period, local military  leaders 
used by  the Zhou began to assert their power and vie for 
hegemony. The situation was aggravated by  the invasion of 
other peoples from the northwest, such as the Qin, forcing the ..
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... Zhou to move their capital east to Luoyang. This marks the 
second large phase of the Zhou dynasty: the Eastern Zhou. In 
each of the hundreds of states that eventually  arose, local 
strongmen held most of the political power and continued their 
subservience to the Zhou kings in name only. Chinese 
philosophy  blossomed during this period, and such influential 
intellectual movements as Confucianism, Taoism, Legalism and 
Mohism were founded, partly  in response to the changing 
political world. The Spring and Autumn Period is marked by  a 
falling apart of the central Zhou power. China now consists of 
hundreds of states, some only as large as a village with a fort.

Warring States Period
After further political consolidation, seven prominent states 
remained by  the end of 5th century  BC, and the years in which 
these few states battled each other are known as the Warring 
States Period. Though there remained a nominal Zhou king 
until 256 BC, he was largely  a figurehead and held little real 
power.
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秦朝
QIN DYNASTY
221 BC - 206 BC
Historians often refer to the period from Qin Dynasty  to the end 
of Qing Dynasty  as Imperial China. Though the unified reign of 
the Qin Emperor lasted only  12 years, he managed to subdue 
great parts of what constitutes the core of the Han Chinese 
homeland and to unite them under a tightly  centralized Legalist 
government seated at Xianyang (close to modern Xian). The 
doctrine of legalism that guided the Qin emphasized strict 
adherence to a legal code and the absolute power of the 
emperor. This philosophy  of Legalism, while effective for 
expanding the empire in a military  fashion, proved unworkable 
for governing it in peace time.

The Qin Dynasty  is well known for beginning the Great Wall of 
China, which was later augmented and enhanced during the 
Ming Dynasty. The other major contributions of the Qin include 
the concept of a centralized government, the unification of the 
legal code, written language, measurement, and currency  of 
China.
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漢朝
HAN DYNASTY
206 BC - 220 AD
The Han Dynasty emerged in 206 BC. It was the first dynasty  to 
embrace the philosophy  of Confucianism, which became the 
ideological underpinning of all regimes until the end of imperial 
China. Under the Han Dynasty, China made great advances in 
many areas of the arts and sciences. Emperor Wu consolidated 
and extended the Chinese empire by  pushing back the Huns 
into the steppes of modern Inner Mongolia, wresting from them 
the modern areas of Gansu, Ningxia and Qinghai. This enabled 
the first opening of trading connections between China and the 
West, the Silk Road. The Yellow Turban Rebellion broke out in 
184, ushering in an era of warlords. In the ensuing turmoil, 
three states tried to gain predominance in the Period of the 
Three Kingdoms.

晉朝
JIN DYNASTY
AD 265 - 420
Though the three kingdoms were reunited temporarily  in 278 by 
the Jin Dynasty, non-Han Chinese ethnic groups controlled 
much of the country  in the early  4th century  and provoked 
large-scale Han Chinese migrations to south of the Chang 
Jiang (Yangtze river). There were a plethora of short-lived non-
Chinese dynasties that came to rule the whole or parts of 
northern China in the 4th and 5th centuries. Many  ethnic 
groups were involved, including ancestors of the Turks, ...
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... Mongolians, and Tibetans. Most of these peoples had to 
some extent been "Sinicized" long before their ascent to power.

南北朝
SOUTH & NORTH DYNASTIES
AD 420 - 589
Signaled by  the collapse of East Jin Dynasty  in 420, China 
entered the era of the Southern and Northern Dynasties. The 
Han people managed to survive the military attacks from the 
nomadic tribes of the north and their civilization continued to 
thrive.

In Southern China, fierce debates about whether Buddhism 
should be allowed to exist were held frequently  by  the royal 
court and nobles. Finally, near the end of the Southern and 
Northern Dynasties era, both Buddhist and Taoist followers 
compromised and became more tolerant of each other.

In 589, Sui annexed the last Southern Dynasty, through military 
force, and put an end to the era of Southern and Northern 
Dynasties.
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隋朝
SUI DYNASTY
AD 589 - 618
The Sui Dynasty  which managed to reunite the country  in 589 
after nearly four centuries of political fragmentation, played a 
role more important than its length of existence would suggest. 
The Sui brought China together again and set up many 
institutions that were to be adopted by  their successors, the 
Tang. Like the Qin, however, the Sui overused their resources 
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唐朝
TANG DYNASTY
AD 618 - 907
On June 18, 618, Gaozu took the throne, and the Tang Dynasty 
was established, opening a new age of prosperity  and 
innovations in arts and technology. Buddhism, which had 
gradually  been established in China from the first century, 
became the predominant religion and was adopted by the 
imperial family and many of the common people.

Chang'an (modern Xian), was the national capital and is 
thought to have been the world's largest city  at the time. The 
Tang and the Han are often referred to as the most prosperous 
periods of Chinese history.

The Tang, like the Han, kept the trade routes (the Silk Routes) 
open to the west and south and there was extensive trade with 
distant foreign countries and many foreign merchants settled in 
China.

From about 860 the Tang Dynasty  began to decline due to a 
series of rebellions within China itself, and in the previously 
subject Kingdom of Nanzhao to the south. One of the warlords, 
Huang Chao, captured Guangzhou in 879, killing most of the 
200,000 inhabitants including most of the large colony  of 
foreign merchant families there. In late 880 Luoyang 
surrendered to him and on 5 January, 881 he conquered 
Chang'an. The emperor Xizong fled to Chengdu and Huang 
established a new temporary  regime, which was eventually 
destroyed by Tang forces. A time of political chaos followed.
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五代⼗十国
FIVE DYNASTIES & TEN KINGDOMS PERIOD 
AD 907 - 960
The period of political disunity  between the Tang and the Song, 
known as the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms Period, lasted 
little more than half a century, from 907 to 960. During this brief 
era, when China was in all respects a multi-state system, five 
regimes succeeded one another rapidly  in control of the old 
Imperial heartland in northern China. During this same time, 10 
more stable regimes occupied sections of southern and 
western China, so the period is also referred to as that of the 
Ten Kingdoms.
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遼, 南宋, ⻄西夏, ⾦金金朝
SONG, LIAO, WESTERN XIA, JIN DYNASTIES
AD 960 - 1279
In 960, the Song Dynasty  gained power over most of China and 
established its capital in Kaifeng starting a period of economic 
prosperity. The Liao Dynasty  ruled over Manchuria, present-day 
Mongolia, and parts of Northern China. In 1115 the Jurchen Jin 
Dynasty  (1115-1234) emerged to prominence, annihilating the 
Liao Dynasty  in 10 years. Meanwhile, in what are now the 
northwestern Chinese provinces of Gansu, Shaanxi, and 
Ningxia, there emerged a Western Xia Dynasty  from 1032 up to 
1227.

It also took power over northern China and Kaifeng from the 
Song Dynasty, which moved its capital to Hangzhou. The 
Southern Song Dynasty  suffered the humiliation of having to 
acknowledge the Jin Dynasty  as formal overlords. In the 
ensuing years China was divided between the Song Dynasty, 
the Jin Dynasty and the Tangut Western Xia. Southern Song 
experienced a period of great technological development which 
can be explained in part by  the military pressure that it felt from 
the north. This included the use of gunpowder weapons, which 
played a large role in the Song Dynasty  naval victories against 
the Jin in the Battle of Tangdao and Battle of Caishi on the 
Yangtze River in 1161. Furthermore, China's first permanent 
standing navy  was assembled under the reign of Emperor 
Renzong of Song.

The Song Dynasty  is considered by  many  to be classical 
China's high point in science and technology, with innovative ....
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scholar-officials such as Su Song (1020-1101) and Shen Kuo 
(1031-1095). There were enormous literary works compiled 
during the Song Dynasty, such as the historical work of the 
Zizhi Tongjian. Culture and the arts flourished, with grandiose 
artworks such as “Along the River During Qingming Festival” 
and “Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute”, while there were great 
Buddhist painters such as Lin Tinggui.

元朝
YUAN DYNASTY
AD 1279 - 1368
Jurchen tribes' Jin Dynasty  was defeated by  the Mongols, who 
then proceeded to defeat the Southern Song in a long and 
bloody  war - the first war where firearms played an important 
role. During the era after the war, later called the Pax 
Mongolica, adventurous Westerners such as Marco Polo 
travelled all the way to China and brought the first reports of its 
wonders to Europe. In the Yuan Dynasty, the Mongols were 
divided between those who wanted to remain based in the 
steppes and those who wished to adopt the customs of the 
Chinese.
Kublai Khan, grandson of Genghis Khan, wanting to adopt the 
customs of China, established the Yuan Dynasty. This was the 
first dynasty  to rule the whole of China from Beijing as the 
capital. Before the Mongol invasion, Chinese dynasties 
reportedly had approximately  120 million inhabitants; after the 
conquest was completed in 1279, the 1300 census reported 
roughly  60 million people. The 14th century  epidemics of 
plague (Black Death) is estimated to have killed 30% of the 
population of China.
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明朝
MING DYNASTY
AD 1368 - 1644
Throughout the Yuan Dynasty, which lasted less than a century, 
there was relatively  strong sentiment among the populace 
against the Mongol rule. The frequent natural disasters since 
the 1340s finally  led to peasant revolts. The Yuan Dynasty was 
eventually overthrown by the Ming Dynasty in 1368.

Urbanization increased as the population grew and as the 
division of labour grew more complex. Large urban centers, 
such as Nanjing and Beijing, also contributed to the growth of 
private industry. In particular, small-scale industries grew up, 
often specializing in paper, silk, cotton, and porcelain goods. 
For the most part, however, relatively  small urban centers with 
markets proliferated around the country. Town markets mainly 
traded food, with some necessary  manufactures such as pins 
or oil.

Despite the xenophobia and intellectual introspection 
characteristic of the increasingly  popular new school of neo-
Confucianism, China under the early  Ming Dynasty  was not 
isolated. Foreign trade and other contacts with the outside 
world, particularly  Japan, increased considerably. Chinese 
merchants explored all of the Indian Ocean, reaching East 
Africa with the voyages of Zheng He.

Zhu Yuanzhang the founder of the dynasty, laid the foundations 
for a state interested less in commerce and more in extracting 
revenues from the agricultural sector. Perhaps because of the 
Emperor's background as a peasant, the Ming economic ...
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... system emphasized agriculture, unlike that of the Song and  
the Mongolian Dynasties, which relied on traders and 
merchants for revenue. Land estates were confiscated by  the 
government, fragmented, and rented out. Private slavery  was 
forbidden. Consequently, after the death of Emperor Yong-le, 
independent peasant landholders predominated in Chinese 
agriculture. These laws might have paved the way  to removing 
the worst of the poverty during the previous regimes.

The dynasty  had a strong and complex central government that 
unified and controlled the empire. The emperor's role became 
more autocratic. It was this same bureaucracy  that later 
prevented the Ming government from being able to adapt to 
changes in society, and eventually led to its decline.

Emperor Yong-le strenuously tried to extend China's influence 
beyond its borders by  demanding other rulers send 
ambassadors to China to present tribute. A large navy  was 
built, including four-masted ships displacing 1,500 tons. A 
standing army  of 1 million troops was created. The Chinese 
armies conquered Vietnam for around 20 years, while the 
Chinese fleet sailed the China seas and the Indian Ocean, 
cruising as far as the east coast of Africa. The Chinese gained 
influence in Eastern Turkestan. Several maritime Asian nations 
sent envoys with tribute for the Chinese emperor. Domestically, 
the Grand Canal was expanded, and proved to be a stimulus to 
domestic trade. Over 100,000 tons of iron per year were 
produced. Many  books were printed using movable type. The 
imperial palace in Beijing's Forbidden City  reached its current 
splendor. However, it was also during this period that China fell 
substantially  behind Europe in technological and military  power, 
an event known as the "Great Divergence."

During the Ming dynasty the last construction on the Great ... 
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... Wall was undertaken to protect China from foreign invasions. 
While the Great Wall had been built in earlier times, most of 
what is seen today  was either built or repaired by  the Ming. The 
brick and granite work was enlarged, the watch towers were 
redesigned, and cannons were placed along its length.

清朝
QING DYNASTY
AD 1644 - 1911
The Qing were the last ruling imperial dynasty of China. They 
were to rule China from 1644 until 1912. They were the first to 
really  see China as a multi-cultural empire, mainly due to 
themselves being a vast minority in Han China.

The Qing were formed by the Aisin Gioro clan, a member of the 
Jurchen people who had set up the Later Jin Dynasty some 
half a millennium earlier. Nurchai, their leader, started to form 
the people of the North East into “banners” which in turn 
formed the Manchu people. By  1644 they  had captured the 
Ming capital of Beijing. By  1683 the Kangxi Emperor had 
completed the conquest of China and it had been fully  united 
again. The Qianglong emperor extended Qing control into 
Central Asia in the latter part of the 18th Century with the 
boundaries we recognise now for China starting to become 
apparent. However this period also started to see the signs of 
unrest that had plagued previous dynasties but instead of just 
having internal unrest to deal with the Qing also had the 
outside forces of the West to deal with and the Qing elite were 
not ready  to alter their mindset to fit that of the fast changing 
world around them.
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The Opium War that ensued enabled foreign powers to impose 
unequal treaties upon the Chinese. Revolts in Central Asia were 
to leave millions dead and despite the Chinese rallying 
themselves the First Sino-Japanese War was to hurt them 
badly. They  lost control over Taiwan and Korea and things were 
to turn even worse for the Qing when foreign powers decided to 
invade after the violent Boxer Rebellion. The government 
attempted to hold on to power by  bringing in sweeping reforms 
to transform the Qing into a modern empire but it was to be too 
late for them. After the death of the Empress Dowager Cixi the 
Manchu court managed only to alienate those attempting reform 
and by  October 1911 the Revolution had occurred leaving Pu 
Yi, the last emperor, to abdicate on February 12th 1912.
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中国共产党
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
AD 1911 - 1949
This refers to the period of time after the last Emperor and 
before modern Communist China. It is also sometimes used to 
refer to the island of Taiwan where the leaders of the 
Kuomintang fled to after defeat to the Communists in 1949. The 
Republic was formed on 1st January  1912 ending over 4000 
years of imperial rule. 

Sun Yat-sen was to become the Republic of China’s first 
president and is regarded in China as the “Father of the nation” 
enjoying a unique position in Chinese 20th Century politics by 
being hugely  popular on both Taiwan and on the mainland. He 
wasn’t able to hold on to power though and warlords were to 
take over.

By 1925 the Kuomintang had established a government down in 
Guangzhou and by 1928 overspending had seen the warlords 
of the North destroy  their own economy  and Chang Kai-shek, 
now leader of the party, managed to defeat the warlord armies 
having been armed by  the Soviet Union. He established a 
government in Nanjing and expelled the communists he had 
used to get support from the Soviets from his party.

The war with Japan coupled with fighting the Soviets, who were 
now backing the Chinese Communist Party, eventually  led to 
the Kuomintang losing control in a bloody civil war that saw 
them retreat to the island of Taiwan, still known as the Republic 
of China. The Communists had taken control of mainland China 
and things would never be the same again. Despite only ...
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... having a tiny  proportion of the overall land in China, Taiwan 
would be considered the home of the government of China by 
most non-Communist countries until well into the 1970’s.

中国共产党
COMMUNIST PARTY
AD 1949 - Present
The People’s Republic of China (PRC) was formed on October 
1st 1949 after victory for the Communists against the 
Nationalists in the Chinese Civil War. Mao Zedong declared the 
PRC in Beijing and quickly  added Hainan and Tibet to it. His 
now infamous Great Leap Forward in the 1950’s was to be 
responsible for an estimated 40-70 million deaths, mainly  from 
starvation but millions also died due to their social standing or 
for opposing the policies that saw the ravaging of the 
countryside.

Population was to soar during his time with his belief that the 
Chinese should increase its population to increase it’s power. 
By 1966 Mao had started the period known as the Cultural 
Revolution, a time when family members were turned on each 
other, students encouraged to attack their teachers and 
persecution of anyone that had any  foreign connections. It was 
to continue until his death in 1976 saved the people from the 
madness that had torn the social fabric of the country  apart, 
something Chinese culture is only  now starting to recover from 
with people starting to show an interest in their past. During this 
time the PRC replaced the Republic of China within the UN and 
joined the permanent Security Council.

A new dawn seemed on the cards after his death and Deng ...
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... Xiaoping, a man who had gone from one of Mao’s favourites 
to someone he had denounced, took over the party reigns and 
started to relax the Communist party’s control of people’s day  to 
day lives and brought in sweeping economic reforms that led 
China along the path of a Free Market economy. However those 
who thought this would lead to a relaxing of the CCP’s control of 
power were silenced violently  in the now infamous Tiananmen 
incident in 1989, making clear that political reform was not 
going to be happening in tandem with economic reform.

The 90’s was to see the economic growth that dragged large 
parts of the peasantry  out of poverty  under the direction of Jiang 
Zemin. This growth was to continue during the the beginning of 
the 21st Century  under Hu Jintao with China joining the WTO  in 
2001 and hosting the Olympic Games in 2008 and although 
growth has finally  started to slow, new president Xi Jinping has 
continued economic reforms that saw China become the world’s 
largest economy in 2015 by some economic measures.
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The territory  of China lies between latitudes 18° and 54° N, and 
longitudes 73° and 135° E. China's landscapes vary 
significantly  across its vast width. In the east, along the shores 
of the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea, there are extensive 
and densely  populated alluvial plains, while on the edges of the 
Inner Mongolian plateau in the north, broad grasslands 
predominate. Southern China is dominated by  hills and low 
mountain ranges, while the central-east hosts the deltas of 
China's two major rivers, the Yellow River and the Yangtze 
River. Other major rivers include the Xi, Mekong, Brahmaputra 
and Amur. To the west, major mountain ranges, most notably 
the Himalayas, and high plateaus feature among the more arid 
landscapes of the north, such as the Taklamakan and the Gobi 
Desert. The world's highest point, Mt. Everest (8,848 m), lies on 
the Sino-Nepalese border. The country's lowest point, and the 
world's fourth-lowest, is the dried lake bed of Ayding Lake 
(−154 m) in the Turpan Depression.

A major environmental issue in China is the continued 
expansion of its deserts, particularly  the Gobi Desert, which is 
currently  the world's fifth-largest desert. Although barrier tree 
lines planted since the 1970s have reduced the frequency of 
sandstorms, prolonged drought and poor agricultural practices 
have resulted in dust storms plaguing northern China each 
spring, which then spread to other parts of East Asia, including 
Korea and Japan. According to China's environmental 
watchdog, Sepa, China is losing a million acres (4,000 km²) per 
year to desertification. Water quality, erosion, and pollution 
control have become important issues in China's relations with 
other countries. Melting glaciers in the Himalayas could 
potentially  lead to water shortages for hundreds of millions of 
people.
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China's climate is mainly  dominated by  dry  seasons and wet 
monsoons, which lead to pronounced temperature differences 
between winter and summer. In the winter, northern winds 
coming from high-latitude areas are cold and dry; in summer, 
southern winds from coastal areas at lower latitudes are warm 
and moist. The climate in China differs from region to region 
because of the country's highly complex topography.

China is one of 17 mega-diverse countries, lying in two of the 
world's major eco-zones: the Palearctic and the Indomalaya. 
The country signed the Rio de Janeiro Convention on 
Biological Diversity  on 11 June 1992, and became a party to 
the convention on 5 January  1993. It later produced a National 
Biodiversity  Strategy  and Action Plan, with one revision which 
was received by the convention on 21 September 2010.

CHINA GEOGRAPHYCHINA GEOGRAPHY
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INTRODUCTION
Since ancient times, Chinese culture has been heavily 
influenced by  Confucianism and conservative philosophies. For 
much of the country's dynastic era, opportunities for social 
advancement could be provided by high performance in the 
prestigious Imperial examinations, which were instituted in 605 
AD to help the Emperor select skillful bureaucrats. The literary 
emphasis of the exams affected the general perception of 
cultural refinement in China, such as the belief that calligraphy 
and literati painting were higher forms of art than dancing or 
drama. Chinese culture has long emphasized a sense of deep 
history and a largely inward-looking national perspective.

A number of more authoritarian and rational strains of thought 
were also influential, with Legalism being a prominent example. 
There was often conflict between the philosophies – for 
instance, the individualistic Song Dynasty  neo-Confucians 
believed that Legalism departed from the original spirit of 
Confucianism. Examinations and a culture of merit remain 
greatly  valued in China today. In recent years, a number of New 
Confucians have claimed that modern democratic ideals and 
human rights are compatible with traditional Confucian values.

The first leaders of the People's Republic of China were born 
into the traditional imperial order, but were influenced by  the 
May Fourth Movement and reformist ideals. They  sought to 
change some traditional aspects of Chinese culture, such as 
rural land tenure, sexism, and the Confucian system of 
education, while preserving others, such as the family  structure 
and culture of obedience to the state.

Some observers see the period following the establishment of 
the PRC in 1949 as a continuation of traditional Chinese ....
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dynastic history, while others claim that the Communist Party's 
rule has damaged the foundations of Chinese culture, 
especially  through political movements such as the Cultural 
Revolution of the 1960s, where many aspects of traditional 
culture were destroyed, having been denounced as 'regressive 
and harmful' or 'vestiges of feudalism'. Many  important aspects 
of traditional Chinese morals and culture, such as 
Confucianism, Chinese art, literature, and performing arts like 
Peking opera, were altered to conform to government policies 
and propaganda at the time.

Today, the Chinese government has accepted numerous 
elements of traditional Chinese culture as being integral to 
Chinese society. With the rise of Chinese nationalism and the 
end of the Cultural Revolution, various forms of traditional 
Chinese art, literature, music, film, fashion and architecture 
have seen a vigorous revival, and folk and variety  art in 
particular have sparked interest nationally and even worldwide.

Prior to the beginning of maritime Sino-European trade in the 
16th century, medieval China and the European West were 
linked by the Silk Road, which was a key  route of cultural as 
well as economic exchange. Artifacts from the history  of the 
Road, as well as from the natural history of the Gobi desert, are 
displayed in the Silk Route Museum in Jiuquan.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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CHINESE CUISINE
Chinese cuisine is highly  diverse, drawing on several millennia 
of culinary  history. The dynastic emperors of ancient China 
were known to host banquets with over 100 dishes served at a 
time, employing countless imperial kitchen staff and concubines 
to prepare the food. Such royal dishes gradually  became a part 
of wider Chinese culture. China's staple food is rice, but the 
country  is also well known for its meat dishes. Spices are 
endemic to Chinese cuisine.

Numerous foreign offshoots of Chinese food, such as Hong 
Kong cuisine and American Chinese food, have emerged in the 
various nations which play host to the Chinese diaspora.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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SPORT
China has one of the oldest sporting cultures in the world. 
There is evidence that a form of association football was played 
in China around 1000 AD. Today, some of the most popular 
sports in the country  include martial arts, basketball, football, 
table tennis, badminton, swimming and snooker. Board games 
such as go (known as weiqi in China), xiangqi, and more 
recently chess, are also played at a professional level.

Physical fitness is widely  emphasized in Chinese culture. 
Morning exercises are a common activity, with elderly citizens 
encouraged to practice qigong and t'ai chi ch'uan. Young 
people in China are also keen on basketball, especially in 
urban centers with limited space and grass areas. The 
American National Basketball Association has a huge following 
among Chinese youths, with ethnic Chinese players such as 
Yao Ming being held in high esteem. Commercial gyms and 
fitness clubs are rapidly  gaining popularity  in China, with over 
3,000 such establishments serving around 3 million active 
subscribers in China's major cities in 2010. In addition, China is 
home to a huge number of cyclists, with an estimated 470 
million bicycles as of 2012.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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Many more traditional sports are also played in China. Dragon 
boat racing occurs during the annual nationwide Dragon Boat 
Festival, and has since gained popularity  abroad. In Inner 
Mongolia, sports such as Mongolian-style wrestling and horse 
racing are popular. In Tibet, archery and equestrianism are a 
part of traditional festivals.

China has participated in the Olympic Games since 1932, 
although it has only  participated as the PRC since 1952. China 
hosted the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing, where its 
athletes received 51 gold medals – the highest number of gold 
medals of any participating nation that year. China also won the 
most medals of any  nation at the 2012 Summer Paralympics, 
with 231 overall, including 95 gold medals. China will host the 
2013 East Asian Games in Tianjin and the 2014 Youth Olympic 
Games in Nanjing.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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CHINESE ZODIAC - YEAR OF THE .... What’s yours?
Despite China’s hurtle into the future there are few Chinese 
who don’t hold a lot of store by the Chinese Zodiac (Shēngxiào 
屬相) and your guides may  well ask you what animal sign you 
are. 

There are 12 in all and, just as each star sign in Western 
culture has its own attributes, so does each animal in the 
Chinese zodiac. Certain years are also considered better for 
certain things - for example, the rather amusing desire to have 
a “pig baby” that swept the nation in 2007.

Compatibility with your peers and partner can also be positive 
of negative depending on your animal - watch for the look of 
concern on a guides face when they  find yours out! Use the 
chart below to check for your sign and the guide overleaf.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Dog are loyal, faithful, honest, distrustful, 
often guilty of telling white lies, temperamental, 
prone to mood swings, dogmatic, and sensitive. 
Dogs excel in business but have trouble finding 
mates. Compatible with Tiger or Horse.

A powerful sign, those born under the Chinese 
Zodiac sign of the Dragon are energetic and 
warm-hearted, charismatic, lucky at love and 
egotistic. They’re natural born leaders, good at 
giving orders and doing what’s necessary to 
remain on top. Compatible with Monkey and 
Rat.

Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Horse love to roam free. They’re energetic, 
self-reliant, money-wise, and they enjoy 
traveling, love and intimacy. They’re great at 
seducing, sharp-witted, impatient and 
sometimes seen as a drifter. Compatible with 
Dog or Tiger.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Monkey thrive on having fun. They’re 
energetic, upbeat, and good at listening but 
lack self-control. They like being active and 
stimulated and enjoy pleasing self before 
pleasing others. They’re heart-breakers, not 
good at long-term relationships, morals are 
weak. Compatible with Rat or Dragon.

Another of the powerful Chinese Zodiac signs, 
the Ox is steadfast, solid, a goal-oriented 
leader, detail-oriented, hard-working, stubborn, 
serious and introverted but can feel lonely and 
insecure. Takes comfort in friends and family 
and is a reliable, protective and strong 
companion. Compatible with Snake or Rooster.

Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Pig are extremely nice, good-mannered 
and tasteful. They’re perfectionists who enjoy 
finer things but are not perceived as snobs. 
They enjoy helping others and are good 
companions until someone close crosses them, 
then look out! They’re intelligent, always 
seeking more knowledge, and exclusive. 
Compatible with Rabbit or Goat.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Rabbit enjoy being surrounded by family 
and friends. They’re popular, compassionate, 
sincere, and they like to avoid conflict and are 
sometimes seen as pushovers. Rabbits enjoy 
home and entertaining at home. Compatible 
with Goat or Pig.

Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Goat (Ram) enjoy being alone in their 
thoughts. They’re creative, thinkers, wanderers, 
unorganized, high-strung and insecure, and 
can be anxiety-ridden. They need lots of love, 
support and reassurance. Appearance is 
important too. Compatible with Pig or Rabbit.

Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Rat are quick-witted, clever, charming, 
sharp and funny. They have excellent taste, are 
a good friend and are generous and loyal to 
others considered part of its pack. Motivated by  
money, can be greedy, is ever curious, seeks 
knowledge and welcomes challenges. 
Compatible with Dragon or Monkey.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Rooster are practical, resourceful, 
observant, analytical, straightforward, trusting, 
honest, perfectionists, neat and conservative. 
Compatible with Ox or Snake.

Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Snake are seductive, gregarious, 
introverted, generous, charming, good with 
money, analytical, insecure, jealous, slightly 
dangerous, smart, they rely on gut feelings, are 
hard-working and intelligent. Compatible with 
Rooster or Ox.

Those born under the Chinese Zodiac sign of 
the Tiger are authoritative, self-possessed, 
have strong leadership qualities, are charming, 
ambitious, courageous, warm-hearted, highly 
seductive, moody, intense, and they’re ready to 
pounce at any time. Compatible with Horse or 
Dog.

CHINA CULTURECHINA CULTURE
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INTRODUCTION
The national census of 2010 recorded the population of the 
People's Republic of China as approximately 1,338,612,968. 
About 21%  of the population (145,461,833 males; 128,445,739 
females) were 14 years old or younger, 71%  (482,439,115 
males; 455,960,489 females) were between 15 and 64 years 
old, and 8% (48,562,635 males; 53,103,902 females) were 
over 65 years old. The population growth rate for 2006 was 
0.6%.

By end of 2010, the proportion of mainland Chinese people 
aged 14 or younger was 16.60%, while the number aged 60 or 
older grew to 13.26%, giving a total proportion of 29.86% 
dependents. The proportion of the population of working age 
was thus around 70%.
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Although a middle-income country  by  Western standards, 
China's rapid growth has pulled hundreds of millions of its 
people out of poverty since 1978. Today, about 10% of the 
Chinese population lives below  the poverty  line of US$1 per 
day, down from 64% in 1978. Urban unemployment in China 
reportedly declined to 4% by  the end of 2007, although true 
overall unemployment may be as high as 10%.

With a population of over 1.3 billion and dwindling natural 
resources, China is very  concerned about its population growth 
and has attempted, with mixed results, to implement a strict 
family  planning policy, known as the "one-child policy." The 
government's goal is one child per family, with exceptions for 
ethnic minorities and a degree of flexibility  in rural areas. It is 
hoped that population growth in China will stabilize in the early 
decades of the 21st century, though some projections estimate 
a population of anywhere between 1.4 billion and 1.6 billion by 
2025. China's family  planning minister has indicated that the 
one-child policy will be maintained until at least 2020.
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POPULATION OF CHINA FROM 1949 TO 2008
The one-child policy  is resisted, particularly  in rural areas, 
because of the need for agricultural labour and a traditional 
preference for boys (who can later serve as male heirs). 
Families who breach the policy often lie during the census.

The decreasing reliability  of China population statistics since 
family  planning began in the late 1970s has made evaluating 
the effectiveness of the policy  difficult. Data from the 2010 
census implies that the total fertility  rate may now be around 
1.4. The government is particularly  concerned with the large 
imbalance in the sex ratio at birth, apparently  the result of a 
combination of traditional preference for boys and family 
planning pressure. This led to a ban on using ultrasound 
devices for non-emergency  applications, in an attempt to 
prevent sex-selective abortion.

According to the 2010 census, there were 118.06 boys born for 
every 100 girls, which is 0.53 points lower than the ratio 
obtained from a population sample survey carried out in 2005. 
However, the gender ratio of 118.06 is still beyond the normal 
range of around 105 percent, and experts warn of increased 
social instability  should this trend continue. For the population 
born between the years 1900 and 2000, it is estimated that 
there could be 35.59 million fewer females than males. Other 
demographers argue that perceived gender imbalances may 
arise from the underreporting of female births. A recent study 
suggests that as many  as three million Chinese babies are 
hidden by  their parents every year. According to the 2010 
census, males accounted for 51.27 percent of the total 
population, while females made up 48.73 percent of the total
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ETHNIC MINORITIES WITHIN CHINA
China officially  recognizes 56 distinct ethnic groups, the largest 
of which are the Han Chinese, who constitute about 91.51% of 
the total population. The Han Chinese—the world's largest 
single ethnic group—outnumber other ethnic groups in every 
province, municipality  and autonomous region except Tibet and 
Xinjiang, and are descended from ancient Huaxia tribes living 
along the Yellow River.

Ethnic minorities account for about 8.49% of the population of 
China, according to the 2010 census. Compared with the 2000 
population census, the Han population increased by 
66,537,177 persons, or 5.74%, while the population of the 55 
national minorities combined increased by  7,362,627 persons, 
or 6.92%.
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The 2010 census recorded a total of 593,832 foreign citizens 
living in China. The largest such groups were from South Korea 
(120,750), the United States (71,493) and Japan (66,159).

Since 2000, China's cities have expanded at an average rate of 
10% annually. It is estimated that China's urban population will 
increase by 400 million people by  2025, when its cities will 
house a combined population of over one billion. The country's 
urbanization rate increased from 17.4%  to 46.6% between 
1978 and 2009, a scale unprecedented in human history. 
Between 150 and 200 million migrant workers work part-time in 
the major cities, returning home to the countryside periodically 
with their earnings.

Today, China has dozens of cities with one million or more long-
term residents, including the three global cities of Beijing, Hong 
Kong, and Shanghai; by  2025, the country  will be home to 221 
cities with over a million inhabitants.
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INTRODUCTION
The vastly rich heritage of Chinese cuisine 
can be a highlight of a China visit. You will 
find that when you return home the food 
from your local Chinese restaurants 
suddenly becomes strangely inadequate 
as well as limited in scope as you realise 
there is a lot more to Chinese food than 
takeaway!

FEATURE : CHINA CUISINE

BREAKFASTS
For a cuisine that gets lunch and dinner 
so often right breakfast is a bit of a 
disaster. There are some high points 
but generally be prepared to be 
disappointed.

LUNCH & DINNER
Eating out is hugely popular with 
the gregarious Chinese and a 
major part of any trip’s experience 
so don’t be afraid to join the fray.

EXPECTATION WARNING
In order to avoid the real risk of upset 
stomaches for those unused to Asian food 
some may find the pre-booked meals to be 
a little bland. Obviously we need to make 
sure all members of your travel party enjoy 
their trip to the full so we do what we need 
to avoid any food induced illnesses.
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STYLE
In most dishes in Chinese cuisine food is prepared in bite-sized 
pieces, ready  for direct picking up and eating. Chinese tend to 
eat communally  in groups and the food is designed for this and 
not entirely practical for lone diners.

CHOPSTICKS
Traditionally, Chinese culture considered using knives and forks 
at the table barbaric. Instead chopsticks are used which also 
have the benefit of allowing the user to to select the morsels 
that appeal to them from the finely chopped food. See our 
guide to using them a couple of pages along.

WHEN TO EAT
As a rule the Chinese eat early  which means 7am for breakfast, 
12 noon for lunch and 6pm for dinner. If you leave your meal 
too late you may find options are limited.

WHERE TO EAT
Chinese menus are so extensive that most restaurants are 
likely  to have something you will like. So, you want to look for 
ones with an English and / or picture menu and then apply the 
golden rule - is it busy? If it is busy  with locals then the food 
they serve is good. If is isn’t, beware!

RULES & ADVICE
Mostly not applicable to pre-booked meals
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WHAT TO EAT
Don’t be afraid to experiment. Most dishes aren’t expensive so 
it isn’t a disaster if you make a few misses as well as hits. Also 
see what other people are eating and point suitable looking 
dishes out to the waitress.

MENUS
Menus can be more like books in China! Don’t be afraid to take 
your time studying them over a few drinks at your table as 
restaurants aren’t in the habit of hassling people through their 
meal. Picture menus are common and your best bet for 
guidance. English menus can be vague and inaccurate.

ORDERING
Make sure you point to what you want unless you are very 
confident of your pronunciation skills! If the order is wrong it will 
invariably  be your fault - the foreign customer is rarely  right in 
China! If you order a rice dish it will usually come last so if you 
want your rice with the meal make this clear when ordering. 
The Chinese consider rice a filler once all the tasty  food has 
already been eaten, hence why it is brought last of all!

EATING
Don’t be afraid to make a mess of everything as everyone else 
does! Try  and use chopsticks - the wooden ones are easier 
than the smooth plastic ones (but less environmentally friendly).

RULES & ADVICE
Mostly not applicable to pre-booked meals
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THE BILL
The “waving a signature” sign with your hand seems to 
recognised throughout China as meaning you want to pay  the 
bill. Cash is king with few restaurants taking credit cards. Note 
that if you “invite” someone to eat with you in China the 
implication is that you are footing the bill. It is also common to 
“fight over” the bill despite it usually  being clear who will pay in 
advance (Chinese people rarely split a bill).

TIPPING
As a rule don’t unless you find yourself eating in a high end 
restaurant or one belonging to a Western hotel group (in which 
case the service charge is included) tipping is not expected in 
Chinese restaurants. If you still feel the urge it is not at all 
uncommon for the wait staff to run after you as you leave to 
restaurant in order to return the money you mysteriously  left 
behind on the table!

CHOPSTICK ETIQUETTE
✘ Never waive the chopsticks over food when having a meal 
because it is considered poor manners.

✘ Never spear or poke food with the tips of the chopsticks 
because it is bad manners. Certain things may  be more difficult 
to pick up with chopsticks, but chopsticks are designed to pick 
up food, not to spear and stab it which to the Chinese has 
connotations of anger and violence.

RULES & ADVICE
Mostly not applicable to pre-booked meals
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✘ Equally  forbidden is using chopsticks to pull a dish forward - 
use only your hands for that.

✔ ︎ If you need to rest your chopsticks, leave them on the 
chopsticks rest if there is one or by  the side of your bowl or 
plate. 

✘ Do not stick your chopsticks into a bowl of rice because it 
resembles ancestral offerings and is frowned upon.

✘ Do not leave your chopsticks crossing over each other - lay 
them parallel to each other instead.

✔ ︎ If the table settings include serving spoons or chopsticks, 
use them instead of your own set to get yourself food.

✘ Do not suck on the tip of the chopsticks.

RULES & ADVICE
Mostly not applicable to pre-booked meals
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1. There are two important things 
to remember for effective use of 
chopsticks. One is that the two 
lower ends must be even, that is, 
one must not protrude over the 
other. The other condition is that 
the two chopsticks must be in the 
same hand!

2. Place the first (lower) chopstick 
in the base of the thumb and index 
finger and rest its lower end below 
on the ring finger as shown. This 
chopstick remains fixed.

3. Hold the other (upper) chopstick 
between the tips of the index and 
middle fingers, steady its upper 
half against the base of the index 
finger, and use the tips of the 
thumb to keep it in place.

4. To pick up food, move the upper 
chopstick with index and middle 
fingers.

5. With some pre-trip practice, you 
will be able to use chopsticks with 
ease and even panache!

HOW TO USE CHOPSTICKS
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Cantonese cuisine comes from Guangdong Province in 
Southern China. Of all the regional varieties of Chinese cuisine, 
Cantonese is the best known outside China as most "Chinese 
restaurants" in Western countries serve Cantonese style 
cuisine and dishes based on it. In China, too, it enjoys great 
prestige among the eight great traditions of Chinese cuisine, 
and Cantonese chefs are highly  sought after throughout the 
country.

Representative dishes include:

* Chinese steamed eggs (蒸⽔水蛋)
* Congee with century egg (⽪皮蛋粥)
* Cantonese fried rice (炒饭)
* Sweet and sour pork (咕噜⾁肉)
* Steamed spare ribs fermented black beans & chili pepper (豉
椒排骨)
* Stir-fried vegetables with meat (青菜炒⾁肉片)
* Steamed ground pork and salted duck egg meatballs (咸蛋蒸
⾁肉饼)
* Blanched vegetables with oyster sauce (油菜)

CANTONESE CUISINE
Guǎngdōngcài

⼴广东菜
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Sichuan cuisine (Chinese: 四川菜 or 川菜) is a style of Chinese 
cuisine originating in Sichuan Province of South Western China 
and is famed for bold flavours, particularly  the spiciness 
resulting from liberal use of chilis and "numb" or "tingling" 
flavour of the Sichuan peppercorn (花椒).

Sichuan cuisine often contains food preserved through pickling, 
salting, drying and smoking. Common preparation techniques 
include stir frying, steaming and braising, but a complete list 
would include more than 20 distinct techniques. Beef is more 
common in Sichuan cuisine than it is in other Chinese cuisines. 
Stir-fried beef is often cooked until chewy, while steamed beef 
is sometimes coated with rice flour to produce a very  rich 
gravy.

Representative dishes include:

* Twice Cooked Pork (回锅⾁肉; huíguōròu)
* Mapo dofu (Chinese: ⿇麻婆⾖豆腐; pinyin: mápó dòufǔ)
* Sichuan hotpot (四川火锅;  pinyin: Sìchuān huǒguō)
* Chongqing Spicy Deep-Fried Chicken (重庆辣⼦子鸡; Chóngqìng 
làzǐjī)
* Shuizhu, or literally "Water cooked", dishes (⽔水煮; shuǐzhǔ)
* Dan dan noodles and Bon bon chicken

SICHUAN CUISINE
Sìchuān cài

四川菜
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Hunan cuisine (Chinese: 湖南菜 hú'náncài), is well known for its 
hot spicy flavor, fresh aroma and deep color. Common cooking 
techniques include stewing, frying, pot-roasting, braising, and 
smoking. Due to the high agricultural output of the region, 
ingredients for Hunan dishes are many and varied.

It is known for being dry  hot or purely  hot, as opposed to the 
better known Sichuan cuisine, to which it is often compared. 
Hunan Cuisine is often spicier by  pure chili content, contains a 
larger variety of fresh ingredients, tends to be oilier, and is said 
to be purer and simpler in taste. Another characteristic 
distinguishing Hunan cuisine from Sichuan cuisine is that, in 
general, Hunan cuisine uses smoked and cured goods in its 
dishes much more frequently.

Representative dishes include:
* Dongan chicken
* Mao's braised pork
* Beer duck
* Orange beef
* Hot and peppery chicken
* Spare ribs steamed in bamboo
* Sizzling rice soup
* Pumpkin cake

HUNAN CUISINE
hú'náncài

湖南菜
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Fujian cuisine (闽菜 xiānwèi) is derived from the native cooking 
style of the province of Fujian. Fujian style cuisine is known to 
be light but flavourful, soft, and tender, with particular emphasis 
on showing off and not masking the original flavour of the main 
ingredients.

The province is also well know for its "drunken" (wine 
marinated) dishes and is famous for the quality  of the soup 
stocks and bases used to flavour their dishes, soups, and 
stews.

Representative dishes include:
* Banmien bianruo: (noodles with dumplings).
* Filled fish balls (包⼼心⿂魚丸): Fish balls filled with meat
* Qīngjiāo ròusī (青椒⾁肉絲): Green pepper and pork stripss
* Zuipaigu (醉排骨): Wine marinade pork ribs
* Dongbi longzhu (東壁龍珠): Meat filled longan fruit
* Wucai xiasong(五彩蝦松): Stir-fried diced shrimp and 
vegetables

FUJIAN CUISINE
xiānwèi

闽菜
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Jiangsu cuisine (江苏菜) is derived from the native cooking 
styles of the Jiangsu region in China. In general, Jiangsu 
cuisine's texture is characterized as soft, but not to the point of 
mushy  or falling apart. For example, the meat tastes quite soft 
but would not separate from the bone when picked up. 

Other characters includes the strict selection of ingredients 
according to the seasons, emphasis on the matching colour 
and shape of each dish and emphasis on using soup to 
improve the flavour. Jiangsu cuisine actually  consists of several 
styles, including:

* Nanjing cuisine: its dishes emphasize an even taste and 
matching colour, with excellent dishes incorporating river fish, 
shrimps and duck.

* Suzhou cuisine: emphasis on the selection of material, 
stronger taste than Nanjing cuisine, and with a tendency to be 
sweeter than the other varieties of the cuisine.

* Wuxi cuisine: famed for the numerous types of congee.

JIANGSU CUISINE
Jiāngsū cài

江苏菜
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Shandong cuisine (⼭山东菜; Shāndōng cài) is derived from the 
native cooking styles of Shandong, an eastern coastal province 
of China. Shandong cuisine consists of two major styles:

* Jiaodong style is characterized by seafood cooking, with light 
tastes.

* Jinan style famed for its soup and utilizing soups in its dishes.

Shandong cuisine is considered the most influential in Chinese 
cuisine, with majority  of the culinary  styles in China having 
developed from it. Modern day  schools of cuisine in North 
China, such as those of Beijing, Tianjin, and Northeast, are all 
branches of Shandong Cuisine. Also, the typical dishes in most 
North China households' meals are prepared using simplified 
Shandong methods.

Possibly Shandong's greatest contribution to Chinese cuisine 
has been in the area of brewing vinegars. Hundreds of years of 
experience combined with unique local methods have led to 
Shandong's prominence as one of the premier regions for 
vinegar production in China. Unlike the lighter flavored, sharper 
vinegars popular in the southern regions, Shandong vinegar 
has a rich, complex flavor which, among some connoisseurs, is 
considered fine enough to be enjoyed on its own merits.

SHANDONG CUISINE
Shāndōng cài

⼭山东菜
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Zhejiang cuisine (浙菜) is derived from the native cooking styles 
of the Zhejiang province in China outside of Shanghai. Food 
made in the Zhejiang style is not greasy, having instead a fresh 
and soft flavour with a mellow fragrance.

The cuisine consists of at least three styles, each originating 
from a city  in the province. The Hangzhou style is 
characterized by  rich variations and the utilization of bamboo 
shoots, the Shaoxing style specializes in poultry  and freshwater 
fish, and the Ningbo style specializing in seafood, with 
emphasis on freshness and salty  dishes. Some dishes also 
include the Wenzhou style characterized as the greatest 
source of seafood as well as poultry and livestock.

Hangzhou cuisine is the most well-known of the styles. Some 
of its representative dishes include Dongpo rou, Jiaohua ji 
(beggar's chicken) and Xi Hu cu yu (West Lake fish in vinegar). 
About half the dishes on a Hangzhou menu contain bamboo 
shoots, which add a tender element to the food.

ZHEJIANG CUISINE
Zhècài

浙菜
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Anhui cuisine (安徽菜) is derived from the native cooking styles 
of the Huangshan Mountains region in China and is similar to 
Jiangsu cuisine.

Anhui cuisine is known for its use of wild game and herbs, both 
land and sea, and simple methods of preparation. Braising and 
stewing are common techniques. Frying and stir-frying are 
used much less frequently  in Anhui cuisine than in other 
Chinese culinary  traditions. Anhui cuisine consists of three 
styles: Yangtze River region, Huai River region, and southern 
Anhui region.

Anhui has ample uncultivated fields and forests, so the wild 
herbs used in the region's cuisine are readily available.

Representative dishes include:
* Stewed soft shell turtle with ham
* Steamed stone frog
* Bamboo shoots cooked with sausage and dried mushroom
* Li Hongzhang Hodge-Podge

ANHUI CUISINE
Ānhuī cài

安徽菜
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Beijing cuisine (北京菜 jīngcài, literally  "capital cuisine") is also 
formally  known as Mandarin cuisine. As Beijing has been the 
Chinese capital city  for centuries, its cuisine has been 
influenced by culinary traditions from all over China. However, 
some generalization of Beijing cuisine can be characterized as 
below.

Foods that originated in Beijing are often snacks rather than full 
courses, and they are typically  sold by  little shops or street 
vendors. There is emphasis on dark soy  paste, sesame paste, 
sesame oil, and scallions, and fermented tofu is often served 
as a condiment. In terms of cooking method, methods relating 
to the different way  of frying is often used. There is a lesser 
emphasis on rice as an accompaniment than in many  other 
areas of China, as local rice production is limited by  the 
relatively dry climate.

BEIJING CUISINE
jīngcài

北京菜
★
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In most major cities in China, there are small Islamic 
restaurants typically  run by  migrants from Western China which 
offer inexpensive noodle soup. These restaurants are often 
decorated with Islamic motifs such as pictures of Islamic style 
rugs and Arabic writing. 

Representative dishes include:
* Lamian (拉⾯面; lāmiàn) is a Chinese dish of hand-made 
noodles, usually  served in a beef or mutton-flavoured soup but 
sometimes stir-fried and served with a tomato-based sauce.

* Chuanr (串串⼉儿 chuànr "kebab"), originating in Xinjiang province 
of China and in recent years has been disseminated 
throughout the rest of that country, most notably  in Beijing. 
Yang rou chuan, or lamb kebabs, is particularly popular.

* Nan 馕 - A type of round unleavened bread, topped with 
sesame - similar to South and Central Asia naan.

XNJIANG & MUSLIM CUISINE
Xīnjiāng Cài

新疆菜  تائاملىرى
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Shanghai does not have a definitive cuisine of its own, but 
refines those of the surrounding provinces (mostly  from 
adjacent Jiangsu and Zhejiang coastal provinces). What can be 
called Shanghai cuisine is epitomized by the use of alcohol.

Fish, eel, crab, and chicken are "drunken" with spirits and are 
briskly  cooked/steamed or served raw. Salted meats and 
preserved vegetables are also commonly  used to spice up the 
dish. The use of sugar is common in Shanghai cuisine as is 
seafood.

SHANGHAI CUISINE
Shànghǎi cài

上海海菜★
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Northeastern Chinese cuisine (东北菜; dōngběi cài) is a style of 
Chinese cuisine originating from Manchu cuisine. It relies 
heavily  on preserved foods and hearty  fare due to the harsh 
winters and relatively short growing seasons. Pickling is a very 
common form of food preservation and pickled cabbage (suan 
cai) is traditionally  made by  most households in giant clay 
pickling vats. 

Unlike southern China’s rice, the staple crop in northern China 
is wheat and it supplies the majority  of the starch found in a 
northern Chinese diet where it is found in the form of noodles 
and steamed buns. Popular dishes include pork and chive 
dumplings, suan cai hot pot, cumin & caraway lamb, congee, 
tealeaf stewed hardboiled eggs, nian doubao (sticky  rice buns 
with sweet bean filling).

NORTH EAST CUISINE
dōngběi cài

东北菜
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Yunnan cuisine (滇菜, Diāncài) is an amalgam of Han Chinese 
and Chinese minority  cuisines. As the province with the largest 
number of ethnic minorities, Yunnan has a great variety  of food, 
and it is difficult to make generalizations. Many  Yunnan dishes 
are quite spicy, and mushrooms feature prominently. Another 
important characteristic of Yunnan cuisine is the wide use of 
flowers as food.

Representative dishes include:
* Boluo fan 菠萝饭 (Pineapple rice, found in Xishuangbanna 
and possibly other Dai areas)

* Guoqiao mixian 过桥米线 ('Crossing the bridge' or 'Across the 
bridge' noodles, Yunnan's best known dish. Consists of a bowl 
of chicken stock to which diners add their own selection of 
paper-thin meat slices, noodles, vegetables and spices, much 
like a hot pot. Found throughout the province).

* Qi guo ji ⽓气锅鸡 (Steam pot chicken, chicken steamed with 
tonic herbs in a special ceramic pot).

* Pu'er cha 普洱茶茶 (Pu-erh tea, traditionally grown in Simao)

* Yiliang Roast Duck 宜良烤鴨 crispy  skin roast duck similar to 
Peking duck but uses honey on to crisp and colour the skin and 
roasted with pine branches and needles, which imparts a 
unique flavour on the duck.

YUNNAN CUISINE
Diāncài

滇菜
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INTRODUCTION
Mandarin Chinese is the official language of China. In English, 
it is often just called "Mandarin" or "Chinese". In China, it is 
called Putonghua (普通話), meaning "common speech." It has 
been the only language of education in China (but not Hong 
Kong) since the 1950s.

The word "dialect" means something different when applied to 
Chinese than it does for many  other languages. Chinese 
"dialects" are often mutually  unintelligible, as different as, say, 
Spanish and French and even English, which we would call 
"related languages" rather than "dialects".

However, while there are different spoken dialects of Chinese, 
there is only one form of written Chinese, with one common set 
of characters - well, mostly!

TRY TO LEARN SOME BASIC WORDS IN 
ADVANCE AS THIS WILL REALLY BE 

APPRECIATED AND ENHANCE YOUR 
CHINA EXPERIENCE. NO ONE WILL TELL 
YOU HOW BAD YOUR PRONUNCIATION 
IS SO DON’T BE EMBARRASSED AND 

GIVE IT A GO !
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About one fifth of the people in the world speak some form of 
Chinese as their native language, making it the most widely 
spoken first language in the world. It is a tonal language that is 
related to Burmese and Tibetan. 

Although Japanese and Koreans use Chinese written 
characters and a large number of Chinese words, they  are not 
related in a manner that resembles English having a lot of Latin 
derived words. Also, the unrelated Vietnamese language (which 
uses a distinctive version of the Latin alphabet) has borrowed 
many words from Chinese.

Chinese, like most other Eastern languages such as Arabic, is 
famous for being difficult to learn but it needn't be. While 
English speakers would initially  have problems with the tones 
and recognizing many different characters (Chinese has no 
alphabet), the grammar is very  simple and can be picked up 
very  easily. Most notably, Chinese grammar does not have 
conjugation, tenses, gender, plurals or other grammatical rules 
which plague other major languages such as English, French 
or Japanese.
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There are four tones in Mandarin that must be followed for 
proper pronunciation. If you are not used to tonal languages 
then the importance of these tones cannot be emphasized 
enough. Consider a vowel with a different tone as simply  a 
different vowel altogether, and you will realize why  Chinese will 
not understand you if mess this up — mǎ is to mā as "I want a 
cake" is to "I want a coke".

THE ALL IMPORTANT FOUR TONES
1. First tone ( ā ) flat, high pitch - more sung instead of spoken 

2. Second tone ( á ) low to middle, rising - pronounced like the 
end of a question phrase (Whát?) 

3. Third tone ( ǎ ) middle to low to high, dipping - at the end of a 
sentence, before a pause, or before another third tone, the 
rising part is emphasized 

4. Fourth tone ( à ) high to low, rapidly falling - pronounced like 
a command (Stop!) 

PITCH

TONE 1 TONE 2 TONE 4TONE 3
TIME

PRONOUNCIATION GUIDE
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The pronunciation guide below uses Hanyu pinyin, the official 
romanization of the People's Republic of China.

Pinyin allows very  accurate pronunciation of Chinese if you 
understand how it works, but the way  it uses letters like q, x 
and even i is not at all intuitive to the English speaker. Studying 
the pronunciation guide below carefully is thus essential.

VOWELS
a - as in father 
e - as in the hen 
i  - as in ping or key;
o - as in saw or sung 
u - as in soon
ü - as in French lune

CONSONANTS
b - as in ball or spall ! ! p - as in pit
d - as in do or stew ! ! t - as in tongue
g - as in gang !! ! k - as in king
j  - as in jeer ! ! ! q - as in cheap
zh - as in jungle ! ! ch - as in chore
z - as in zebra ! ! c - as in rats
m - as in mow !! ! f - as in fun 
n - as in none !! ! l - as in lease 
h  - as in her ! ! ! x - as in sheep 
sh - as in shoot ! ! r - as in genre 
s - as in sag ! ! ! ng - as in sing 
w - as in wing! ! ! y - as in yet
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These are the essentials that you will find make a difference to 
how you experience China and so are well worth learning on 
the plane over if not before! Good luck!

Hello ! !  你好。   Nǐ hǎo
How are you? ! 你好吗？  Nǐ hǎo ma?
Fine, thank you  很好, 谢谢。  Hěn hǎo, xièxie. 

! May I please ask, what is your name? !
! ! 请问，你叫什什么名字?
! ! ! Qing wen, ni jiao shenme mingzi?

Who are you?    你是谁？  Nǐ shì shéi? 
My name is ______ .   我叫 _____ 。 Wǒ jiào ______ 

! Nice to meet you.
!  很⾼高兴认识你
! ! ! Hěn gāoxìng rènshì nǐ

Please  !  请。   Qǐng
Thank you   谢谢。   Xièxie
You're welcome  不客⽓气。  Bú kèqi
Excuse me   请问   Qǐng wèn 
I'm sorry  !  对不起。  Duìbùqǐ
It's okay.   没关系 !! mei guan xi
Goodbye  !  再⻅见。   Zàijiàn 

! I can't speak Chinese. 
  我不会说汉语/我不会说中⽂文。 
! ! ! Wǒ bú huì shuō Hànyǔ

BASIC PHRASES
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 Do you speak English?
    你会说英语吗？  
   Nǐ huì shuō Yīngyǔ ma? 

 Is there someone here who speaks English? 
  这⾥里里有⼈人会说英语吗？ 
   Zhèlĭ yǒu rén hùi shuō Yīngyǔ ma? 

Help! (in emergencies)  救命！  Jiù mìng! 
Good morning   早安。  Zǎo'ān. 
Good evening   晚上好。  Wǎnshàng hǎo. 
Good night   晚安。  Wǎn'ān. 
I don't understand  我听不懂。  Wǒ tīng bù dǒng. 
Where is the toilet?    厕所在哪⾥里里？  Cèsuǒ zài nǎli? 
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It is highly unlikely you will experience the need to use any of the 
words and phrases listed below as China is one of the world’s 
safer destinations for travellers.

The one exception is getting lost but you will find that if you get 
lost passers by will do their best to help you out even if they have 
little idea where they are themselves!

Leave me alone   不要打扰我。  búyào dǎrǎo wǒ
I don't want it!      不要   búyào!
Don't touch me!  不要碰我！  búyào pèng wǒ!
I'll call the police 我要叫警察了了 wǒ yào jiào jǐngchá le
Police!   警察！  jǐngchá!
Stop! Thief!   住⼿手！⼩小偷！  zhùshǒu! xiǎotōu!

 I need your help. 
  我需要你的帮助。
   wǒ xūyào nǐde bāngzhù 

It's an emergency  这是紧急情况 zhèshì jǐnjí qíngkuàng
I'm lost   我迷路路了了  wǒ mílù le
I lost my bag  我丟了了⼿手提包 wǒ diūle shǒutíbāo
I lost my wallet 我丟了了钱包。  wǒ diūle qiánbāo
I'm sick  我⽣生病了了  wǒ shēngbìng le
I've been injured 我受伤了了 wǒ shòushāng le
I need a doctor 我需要医⽣生  wǒ xūyào yīshēng

 Can I use your phone? 
  我可以打个电话吗？ 
    wǒ kěyǐ dǎ ge diànhuà ma?

PROBLEMS !
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   I am an American/Australian/British/Canadian citizen. 
         我是 美国/澳洲/英国/加拿⼤大 公⺠民。 
! wǒ shì měiguó / àozhōu / yīngguó / jiānádà gōngmín

   I want to talk to the American/Australian/British/ embassy 
       我希望跟 美国/澳洲/英国/加拿⼤大 的 ⼤大使馆/领事馆 联系。 
! wǒ xīwàng gēn měiguó / àozhōu / yīngguó / de 
! ! dàshǐguǎn / lǐngshìguǎn liánxì
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While Western numerals have become more common, the 
Chinese numerals shown below are still used, particularly in 
informal contexts like markets.

NUMBERS & COUNTING

0  〇 líng
1  ⼀一  yī 
2  ⼆二  èr
3  三  sān 
4  四  sì 
5  五  wǔ 
6  六  liù 
7  七  qī 
8  八  bā 
9  九  jiǔ 
10  ⼗十  shí 

11  ⼗十⼀一  shí-yī
12  ⼗十⼆二  shí-èr
13  ⼗十三  shí-sān
14  ⼗十四  shí-sì
15  ⼗十五  shí-wǔ
16  ⼗十六  shí-liù
17  ⼗十七  shí-qī
18  ⼗十八  shí-bā
19  ⼗十九  shí-jiǔ
20  ⼆二⼗十  èr-shí

21  ⼆二⼗十⼀一 èr-shí-yī 
22  ⼆二⼗十⼆二 èr-shí-èr 
23  ⼆二⼗十三 èr-shí-sān 
30  三⼗十  sān-shí 
40  四⼗十  sì-shí 
50  五⼗十  wǔ-shí 
60  六⼗十  liù-shí 
70  七⼗十   qī-shí 
80  八⼗十  bā-shí 
90  九⼗十  jiǔ-shí 

100 ⼀一百 yī-bǎi
101  ⼀一百〇⼀一 yī-bǎi-líng-yī
110  ⼀一百⼀一⼗十 yī-bǎi-yī-shí
111  ⼀一百⼀一⼗十⼀一 yī-bǎi-yī-shí-
yī
200  ⼆二百   èr-bǎi
300  三百  sān-bǎi
500  五百  wǔ-bǎi
1000  ⼀一千 yī-qiān
2000  ⼆二千   èr-qiān

half    半    bàn 
less than 少於  shǎoyú 

more than 多於 duōyú 
more   更更   gèng
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Below you can see how the Chinese count with their hands. 
Keep an eye out and you will notice this all the time. Learn 
some yourself to bring a smile to the most jaded market trader.
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ALL ABOUT TIME
now  现在  xiànzài   later      以后 yǐhòu
before  以前  yǐqián   morning  早上     zǎoshàng 
noon  中午 zhong wu  afternoon  下午   xiàwǔ 
evening晚上   wǎnshàng  midnight    半夜  banye 

What time is it?   现在⼏几点？  Xiànzài jǐ diǎn? 

_____ minute(s) _____  分钟  fēnzhōng 
_____ hour(s)  _____  ⼩小时  xiǎoshí 
_____ day(s)  _____  天  tiān 
_____ week(s)  _____  星期  xīngqī 
_____ month(s)  _____  ⽉月  yùe 
_____ year(s)  _____  年年  nián 

today   今天   jīntiān 
yesterday  昨天   zuótiān 
tomorrow  明天   míngtiān 
this week   这个星期  zhège xīngqī 
last week   上个星期  shàngge xīngqī 
next week  下个星期  xiàge xīngqī 

Weekdays in Chinese are easy: starting with 1 for Monday, just 
add the number after 星期 xīngqī.

Monday  星期⼀一   xīngqīyī 
Tuesday  星期⼆二  xīngqīèr 
Wednesday  星期三   xīngqīsān 
Thursday  星期四   xīngqīsì 
Friday   星期五   xīngqīwǔ 
Saturday  星期六   xīngqīliù 
Sunday  星期天   xīngqītiān
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Months in Chinese are also easy: starting with 1 for January, 
just add the number before ⽉月 yuè.

 January  ⼀一⽉月    yī yuè 
 February    ⼆二⽉月  èr yuè 
 March   三⽉月     sān yuè 
 April      四⽉月  sì yuè 
 May   五⽉月     wŭ yuè 
 June          六⽉月  liù yuè 
 July   七⽉月     qī yuè 
 August       八⽉月  bā yuè 
 September   九⽉月     jiŭ yuè 
 October     ⼗十⽉月  shí yuè 
 November  ⼗十⼀一⽉月   shí yī yuè 
 December  ⼗十⼆二⽉月  shí èr yuè
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 Do you have this in my size? 
  有没有我的尺⼨寸？ 
   yǒu méiyǒu wǒde chǐcùn?

How much is this?  这个多少钱？  zhège duōshǎo qián?
That's too expensive  太贵了了。  tài guì le
 
 Would you take _____?    
  _____元可以吗
   _____ yuán kěyǐ ma?

expensive     贵   guì
cheap     便便宜   piányi
I can't afford it   我带的钱不够  wǒ dài de qián búgòu
I don't want it   我不要。 wǒ bù yào
I’m not interested   我没有兴趣。  wǒ méiyǒu xìngqù
OK, I'll take it    我要买这个。  wǒ yào mǎi zhège
Can I have a bag?   请给我袋⼦子。  qǐng gěi wǒ dàizi
I need...   我要__   wǒ yào __
...toothpaste  牙膏   yágāo
...a toothbrush   牙刷   yáshuā
...tampons  卫⽣生棉条  wèishēng miántiáo
...soap   肥皂   féizào
...shampoo  洗发精   xǐfǎjīng
...pain reliever   镇痛剂   zhèntòngjì
...cold medicine 感冒药   gǎnmào yào
...stomach medicine  胃肠药   wèicháng yào
...a razor  剃⼑刀   tìdāo
...an umbrella  雨伞   yǔsǎn

SHOPPING
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...sunblock lotion 防晒油   fángshàiyóu

...a postcard  明信片   míngxìnpiàn

...postage stamps   邮票   yóupiào

...batteries  电池   diànchí

...a pen    笔   bǐ

...glasses    眼镜   yǎnjìng

...English-language books 英⽂文书  Yīngwén shū

...English-language magazines 英⽂文杂志  Yīngwén zázhì

...an English-language newspaper  英⽂文报纸 Yīngwén bàozhǐ 

black    ⿊黑⾊色  hēi sè   white   ⽩白⾊色  bái sè
gray    灰⾊色  huī sè   red  红⾊色  hóng sè 
blue  蓝⾊色  lán sè   yellow  黄⾊色  huáng sè 
green  绿⾊色  lǜ sè   orange 橙⾊色  chéng sè 
purple  紫⾊色  zǐ sè   brown  褐⾊色  he sè 

 Do you have it in another color?  
      你们有没有另外颜⾊色? 
   nǐmen yǒu méiyǒu lìngwài yánsè ? 
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One of the pleasures of any  trip to China is the food which is 
usually  of good quality, fresh and cheap. You will quickly  realise 
that the Chinese food we have in the West is mainly  Cantonese 
style and that there is a lot more to Chinese cuisine than that 
so go out, experiment and enjoy!

 Can I look at the menu, please? 
  请给我看看菜单？  
   qĭng gĕi wŏ kànkan càidān?

 Do you have an English menu?
  你有没有英⽂文菜单?
   nĭ yŏu méi yŏu yīngwen càidān? 

 Listen for... “Yes, we have one” : 有  yŏu
 Or, “No, we don't.” :  没有  méi yŏu

Look for these characters to get an idea of what you're ordering. 

dīng 丁  cubed/diced
piàn 片  thinly sliced
sī 丝  shredded
kuài 块  bite-sized pieces
qiú  球  curled
chăo   炒  stir-fried
zhá  炸  deep-fried
kăo  烤  dry-roasted
shāo  烧  roasted w/ sauce

FOOD & EATING OUT

I'm a vegetarian
我吃素的 

wŏ chī sù de 
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breakfast  早饭  zǎofàn   lunch  午饭  wǔfàn 
dinner   晚饭  wǎnfàn  beef   ⽜牛⾁肉  niúròu 
pork    猪猪⾁肉  zhūròu   mutton ⽺羊⾁肉  yángròu 
chicken  鸡 jī   fish   ⻥鱼  yú 
eggs    鸡蛋  jīdàn   bread   ⾯面包  miànbāo
noodles   ⾯面条  miàntiáo  fried rice 炒饭  chǎofàn 
dumpling  饺⼦子  jiǎozi   rice   米饭  mĭfàn
coffee   咖啡  kāfēi   juice   ⽔水果    shuǐguǒ
milk   ⽜牛奶  niúnǎi   sugar   糖  táng 
tea (drink)    茶茶  chá   green tea  绿茶茶 lǜ chá 
scented tea   花茶茶 huāchá   black tea  红茶茶 hóngchá
water     ⽔水 shuĭ   beer  啤酒  píjiŭ 

red/white wine  红/⽩白 葡萄 酒  hóng/bái pŭtáo jiŭ 
bottled water   矿泉⽔水   kuàngquán shuǐ 
It was delicious.  好吃極了了。  (hǎochī jí le) 
The bill, please.  请结帐。  (qǐng jiézhàng) 
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There is no shortage of drink in 
China and some of the local beers 
such as Qingdao and Yanjing are 
not bad at all.

Be wary of imbibing too much 
Chinese Rice Wine (Baijiu) though 
as it can have thoroughly nasty 
side effects the next morning and 
you don’t want to miss that travel 
connection do you!?

BARS & DRINKING

 A beer/two beers, please.
  请给我⼀一杯/两杯啤酒
   qǐng gěi wǒ yìbēi/liǎngbēi píjiǔ

 A glass of red/white wine, please.
  请给我⼀一杯红/⽩白葡萄酒 
   qǐng gěi wǒ yìbēi hóng/bái pútáojiǔ

 A pint, please.
  请给我⼀一品脱
   qǐng gěi wǒ yìpǐntuō

 A bottle, please.
  请给我⼀一瓶
   qǐng gěi wǒ yìpíng
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 whiskey  威⼠士忌   (wēishìjì) 
 vodka   伏特加   (fútèjiā) 
 rum   兰姆酒   (lánmǔjiǔ) 
 water   ⽔水   (shuǐ) 
 bottled water  矿泉⽔水   (kuàngquán shuǐ)
 club soda  苏打⽔水   (sūdǎshuǐ) 
 tonic water  通宁⽔水   (tōngníngshuǐ) 
 orange juice  柳柳橙汁   (liǔchéngzhī) 
 Coke (soda)  可乐   (kělè) 

 Do you have any bar snacks?
  有没有吧臺点⼼心？
   yǒu méiyǒu bātái diǎnxīn?

 One more, please.
  请再给我⼀一个
   qǐng zài gěi wǒ yígè

 Another round, please.
  请再来⼀一轮
   qǐng zàilái yìlún

 Where is the toilet?
 厕所在哪⾥里里
 q cèsuǒ zài nǎli?
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 Do you have a safe?  
  你们有没有保险箱？ 
   Nǐmen yǒu méiyǒu bǎoxiǎn xiāng? 

 Can you wake me at_?
  请明天早上__叫醒我。 
   Qǐng míngtiān zǎoshang __ jiàoxǐng wǒ. 

 I want to check out.
  我现在要走
   Wǒ xiànzài yào zǒu. 

pay     付     fù  
cash     现钱     xiàn qián 
credit card 信⽤用卡  xìn yòng kǎ 

 Can I make international calls here? 
  可以打国际电话吗?
   kěyǐ dǎ guójì diànhuà ma?
 
 Where can I find an Internet cafe?
  哪⾥里里有⽹网吧? 
   nǎlǐ yǒu wǎng ba?

 How much is it per hour? 
  ⼀一⼩小时是多少钱? 
   yī xiǎoshí shì duōshǎo qián?

ACCOMMODATION
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入⼝口  Entrance  rùkǒu
出⼝口  Exit   chūkǒu
推  Push   tuī
拉  Pull   lā
厕所 Toilet   cèsuǒ
男  Men   nán 
女  Women  nǚ
禁⽌止  Forbidden  jìnzhǐ
吸烟  Smoking  xīyān 
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The words here are particularly useful for taxi drivers but we 
strongly recommend that you make sure you have addresses 
written in Chinese with a telephone number of the place you are 
visiting as a back up so the driver can call for directions if lost!

How do I get to _____ ?  怎么去_____  zěnme qù _____? 

...the train station?  ...火⻋车站?  ...huǒchē zhàn? 

...the bus station?  ...汽⻋车总站?  ...qìchē zǒngzhàn? 

...the airport?  ...⻜飞机场?  ...fēijī chǎng? 

street 街 jiē or you can use 路路 lù 

Turn left.  左拐  zuǒguǎi 
Turn right.  右拐  yòuguăi 
Go straight ⼀一直走  Yìzhízŏu 
I arrived.  到了了到了了 Dàole dàole!
U-turn   掉 头   Diàotóu!

The proper way to address a taxi driver  师傅  shīfu
Please use the meter machine   请打表 Qǐng dǎbiǎo

left  左边  zuǒbiān   right  右边  yòubiān 

straight ahead  往前走 wǎngqián zǒu 

north    北  bĕi   south   南  nán 
east    东  dōng   west    ⻄西  xī 

Taxi 出租⻋车 chū zū chē
Take me to _____, please.   请开到_____。 qǐng kāidào _____。 

DIRECTIONS
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THE TRANS-SIBERIAN TRAVEL COMPANY

TAKE THE WORLD’S GREATEST OVERLAND TRIP STARTING IN 
ST PETERSBURG, MOSCOW, BEIJING OR VLADIVOSTOK

Ask us or see thetranssiberiantravelcompany.com for full details

THE LATIN AMERICA TRAVEL COMPANY
ARGENTINA | BRAZIL | COSTA RICA | GALAPAGOS | CHILE 

PERU | ECUADOR| HONEYMOONS | LUXURY TOURS

Ask us or see thelatinamericatravelcompany.com for full details


